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Home Is Where the Heart Is
DIY YoUr wAY To A wINTEr woNDErlAND

SINCE STAYINg homE is the new going out, why not make your abode a little more 
festive with some supercheap and easy DIY décor ideas? Here are a few wonderful 
winter projects from some cream-of-the-crop crafters that will take your space from 
blah-ville to charm city. Bake a batch of cookies, spike some cider, gather supplies, 

and invite your ladies over for the handmade holiday fete of the season.

INSTrUCTIoNS
1. Download the Christmas-tree template at www.
bust.com/downloads, and print. Cut your fabrics 
into rectangles large enough to fit the pattern pieces 
(you’ll need an 8½" x 4½" rectangle for the largest 
cone); then iron some lightweight interfacing to the 
backside of each. Using the pattern provided, cut 
out 4 semicircles from 4 complementary fabrics (you 
can create variations of the tree by making just 2 or 3 
cones). With your sewing machine, stitch along each 
edge using a small zigzag stitch, for decoration.

2. Make each semicircle into a cone shape by curl-
ing the fabric to bring the straight sides together. 
Overlap the edges about 1", then handstitch to 
sew them together, closing up the back of the 
cone. Iron this seam so the cone will stay open in 
a nice, round form. 

3. After you have finished sewing your cones, 
stack them large to small to make a tree. [sarah 
neuburger, www.thesmallobject.com]

Stack Attack
Use your fabric scraps to make an 
evergreen forest you can mix ’n’ match. 

mATErIAlS

• 8½" x 11" piece of paper

• Printer 

• Assortment of fabrics

• Scissors

• Lightweight interfacing

• Sewing machine
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mATErIAlS
• Craft sticks

• Protractor

• Hot-glue gun and glue

• White spray paint 

• Drop cloth or newspaper

• ½"-wide ribbon and double-stick foam tape  
 (for wall hanging)

• Scissors

• Rhinestones (round, 12 mm), glitter, 
 and fake snow (optional)

INSTrUCTIoNS
1. to make the snowflake on the left: start by gluing 
6 craft sticks together at 60-degree angles into an 
asterisk shape. Use a protractor to make sure your 
angles are accurate. glue 2 sticks to the end of each 
arm of the asterisk to triple the length of the arm, 
and set aside. glue 6 sticks in a hexagon shape. 
Center the hexagon on the extended asterisk so 
that each point of the hexagon rests on an arm of 
the asterisk. secure with glue. glue 4 sticks in a dia-
mond shape to the end of each of the snowflakes’ 6 
arms to complete. skip to step 3.

2. to make the snowflake on the right: start by glu-
ing 6 craft sticks together at 60-degree angles into 
an asterisk shape. Use a protractor to make sure 
your angles are accurate. Create starlike points by 
gluing 2 more craft sticks to the end of each arm; lay 
them all out before gluing to make sure your points 
aren’t wonky. glue 2 sticks to the end of each arm 
of the original asterisk to triple the length of the 
arm. to complete the snowflake, glue 2 more sticks 
to each arm where the second and third sticks of 
the extended arm meet, creating a V shape. 

3. Once you’ve assembled your shapes, lay out 
a drop cloth or newspaper. spray-paint each side 
of your snowflake with 2 coats of paint, making 
sure to cover the edges. let dry overnight.

4. For added flare, glue rhinestones to the tips 
of the snowflakes, or cover them with glitter or 
fake snow. let dry.

5. to hang them, cut a long piece of ribbon. 
Use double-stick foam tape to secure one end 
of the ribbon to the back of the snowflake’s top 
and the other end to the very top of your wall. 
[monica ewing, www.craftynest.com]

Let It Snow
turn camp-craft materials into  
designworthy decorations with  
giant popsicle-stick snowflakes.
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mATErIAlS
• Ready-made pom-poms (available 
 at most craft-supply stores)

• Plastic beads in a variety of 
 shapes and colors (available at 
 most craft-supply stores)

• Upholstery thread

• Needle

INSTrUCTIoNS
1. Cut a piece of upholstery thread to 
the length you want your garland to 
be (ours was about 10').

2. thread one end through a needle, 
then slip the needle through your 
beads and the middle of your pom-
poms, creating a pattern by alternat-
ing colors and styles. leave a few un-
covered inches of thread at each end.

3. loop each end of the thread, and 
secure with a knot for hanging. [alicia 
paulson, rosylittlethings.typepad.com]

Shake Your 
Pom-pom 
nothing pretties up  
a place like this 
supersimple garland. 
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Little House on 
the Table
Create the cutest winter village 
this side of fall with little more 
than a few sheets of paper. 

mATErIAlS
• 8½" x 11" piece of cardstock 
 (one for each house you want to make) 

• Printer

• X-Acto blade

• Scissors

• Craft glue

• String of holiday lights (optional)

INSTrUCTIoNS
1. Download the paper house pattern at 
www.bust.com/downloads, and print on 
cardstock. Color the house any way you 
wish. the light-gray lines indicate folds; 
the dark-gray lines designate cut edges. 
Before cutting the pieces out, lightly 
score the folds—create an indented 
line in the cardstock that will make your 
folds crisp—by placing the paper on a 
cutting mat, lining a ruler up with the 
folding lines, and using a bone folder or 
the back of a butter knife to go over the 
lines. In addition to the marked folds, 
you should score the three wall edges 
of the house piece, the peak of the roof 
piece, and the edges of the roof, where 
the icicles hang down. to create a glow-
ing paper village, use an X-Acto blade 

to remove some or all of the shaded 
windowpanes from the house and the 
¼" dark squares from the bottom of the 
house and the fence piece.
 
2. Use scissors to cut out your pieces. For 
pieces not marked with cutting lines (the 
roof and fence), cut as close to the drawn 
line as possible. Fold all edges and tabs. 

3. to assemble, start with the house 
piece. put just enough glue on the tab 
along the side of the house to make it ad-
here to the inside of the appropriate wall. 
put glue on the three tabs at the bottom 
of the house, and then fold up the floor 
flap. put glue on the six tabs along the 
roof of the house. placing the peak of the 
house piece in the fold of the roof piece, 
make sure it’s centered, and attach. take 
care on this step; you don’t want a wonky 
roof. Assemble the fence by putting glue 
on each of the four tabs and attaching 
the corners. put glue on the base of the 
house, and place it inside the fence mak-
ing sure the cut squares match up.

4. to light up your paper house, use the 
hole in the base to place it over a single 
bulb on a string of holiday lights. (never 
leave holiday lights on for an extended 
period, as they can get hot and pose a 
fire risk.) repeat the process as many 
times as you want, to create a whole vil-
lage. to buy additional house patterns, 
go to www.twelve22.org/2009/12/win-
ter-time_paper_house_pack.html. [anna 
torborg, www.twelve22.org] B

Tie One On
skip the short-lived greenery and deck 
your halls with a fabric wreath instead. 

mATErIAlS 
• 18"-long piece of cloth-covered floral stem wire, 
 16 gauge (available at floral-supply stores)

• Pliers  

• About 80 pieces of scrap fabric cut into 7" x 2" pieces 
 (I used pinks, reds, greens, and whites in many   
 different patterns) 

• 20" x 3" piece of fabric for the bow 

• Needle and thread 

• String or ribbon (for hanging) 

INSTrUCTIoNS
1. Bend the floral stem wire into a circle, and twist 
the ends together a few times to close. Use pliers to 
secure the edges.
 
2. Begin tying your fabric pieces onto the wire by 
mixing up all the strips of fabric and picking them 
randomly (I actually shut my eyes to do this) so your 
wreath won’t look too “arranged.” start at the top and 
work your way down and around, securing each piece 
with a simple knot. the knot should be in the center 
of the strip, tied tightly; squish the pieces together as 
you go, to form a tight fabric circle. tie as many pieces 
onto the wreath as you can—the more the merrier.

3. Cut a length of string or ribbon, about 10" – 20", 
and tie it to the top of your wreath so it hangs. 

4. tie the 20" x 3" strip of fabric into a big bow. Use 
a needle and thread to sew the bow to one of the 
fabric strips at the top of your wreath. Attach it near 
the knot to make it more secure. [tamar schechner,  
www.nestprettythings.com] 


